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EditorialAs you will have surmised from the image on the cover, the theme of this year’s annual review issue and satellite meeting is
neural maps. In this issue, we present a series of reviews on topics related to the development and function of represen-
tational maps in the nervous system. The reviews in the series complement the talks and themes which will be presented at
this year’s Neuron SfN satellite meeting:NEURONs on the Map. The meeting, which will take place on November 1st on the
UCSD campus, brings together a distinguished group of speakers to discuss their recent work on topics related to maps in
the nervous system. Speakers at this year’s meeting are Holly Cline, Dan Feldman, Gord Fishell, Liqun Luo, Kevan Martin,
Edvard Moser, Michael Stryker, and Eleanor Maguire. This year’s meeting marks the fifth annual Neuron satellite meeting,
and we are looking forward to another interesting and stimulating day of talks and discussion. For additional information
about the meeting and registration, please check the meeting website at www.neuron-meeting.com. Registration for the
meeting is ongoing, pending space limitations being reached.
Putting together an issue like this is always a challenging project for everyone involved—authors, reviewers, and editors.
We are grateful for the dedicated efforts of all the authors who contributed reviews to this special series. Likewise, we would
also like to thank all of the speakers, poster presenters, and attendees who are participating in this year’s NEURONs on the
Mapmeeting.We are very excited about both the review series and the meetingand hopeyou will enjoy themas well. Both this
special review issue as well as the October 4th issue will be distributed at the Cell Press-Elsevier exhibitor booth (Booth #114).
TheNeuroneditorial team will also be hosting a series of ‘‘Meet the Editors’’ events at the Cell Press-Elsevier booth on Sunday
(Nov. 4), Monday (Nov. 5), and Tuesday (Nov. 6) from 12–2 p.m. We hope you will stop by, pick up an issue, and say hello.
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Those of you who are astute observers of the Neuron website may have noticed a recent change. We have recently in-
troduced a feature on our website—NEURON Comments—which allows interested readers to submit on-line comments
and feedback to articles and reviews published in the journal. The goal of the format is to provide you, the reader, and
the community as a whole, a forum to voice your opinions on work that is published in Neuron. As many of you know,
over the past year, we piloted the NEURON Comments feature on editorially pre-selected papers and for the pilot papers,
we invited scientists from the community to submit comments and ‘‘prime’’ the debate. We are now extending theNEURON
Comments to all papers in the journal, including the on-line back archives. On-line comments can be made for any pub-
lished article in Neuron, past or present. This would include all Research Articles, Reports, Neurotechniques, Viewpoints,
and Clinical/Case Studies, as well as Reviews, Minireviews or Previews. The comments can relate to the specific experi-
ments, techniques, and conclusions of the paper or may address broader issues and debates in the field. Does the paper
relate to your own work? Does the study raise interesting new questions for the field? Are there experiments that you would
have wanted to see in the paper, or are there conclusions that you don’t agree with? Do you have a different perspective
than the one offered by the Preview or Review? For Neurotechniques or Primers, perhaps you have tried the technique and
have tweaked it in some way that you think others might also find useful? Or you have a question or would like to receive
advice from the community on some aspect of a particular technique or approach?
The practical guidelines for the format are simple. Comments may be critical or positive but should be thoughtful and
relevant to the topic of the paper. Comments will not be formally reviewed, but the editors will screen submitted comments
for appropriateness of tone and to insure that the comments meet the scope, length, and formatting guidelines. We do re-
quire that the comments be signed, and comments will be published with your name but not your email address. Journal
clubs which have reviewed the paper may submit comments as a group with attribution to the university and department.
More specific guidelines for submitting feedback via NEURON Comments can be found on our website. Science is at its
best when there is a constructive and free exchange of information and opinion. We hope that the NEURON Comments
feature will contribute to this dialog, but this can’t work unless readers take the next step and contribute to the conversation.
This is your chance to have your say. We and the rest of the community are looking forward to hearing from you.Neuron 56, October 25, 2007 ª2007 Elsevier Inc. 197
